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RE WEEK SCHEDULED FOR FEBRUARY 4-7
Dr. Eric C. Rust Speaks At
Religious Emphasis Program

W. W. Bryan Heads
1958 Alumni Assoc.

William Wright Bryan, 1926 Ciemson graduate and
editor
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, began his presidency
Dr. Rust will be the Protestant Convocation speaker for the Ciemson Religious
of the Alumni Association this week by appointing an
Emphasis Program February 4, 5, 6, and 7.
The convocation will be held at 11:00 a. m. Tuesday through Friday. The pro- eight-man executive committee of the Association's natestant convocation in the college chapel and the Roman Catholic convocation in the tional council.
Bryan was elected by a mail
student chapel at the Student Center.

In addition to these convocation speakers there will be 18
other ministers and laymen visiting the campus to lead discussion
groups in the dormitories at
night.
Classes will be shortened each
morning during the week so that
both students and faculty will
be free at the 11:00 to 12:00
hour.
Dr. Rust's subjects for the convocation will be: 1. What is the
Christian Faith? 2. What is the
Church? 3. What is a Christian?
4. What do You Want to Know
about It?
Dr. Eric C. Rust is Professor
of Christian Apologetics, Southern Baptist Seminary, Louisville,
Ky. He is a native of England
and was originally a Scientist
by profession. He has a BA, MA,
BD at Oxford, and a B.Sc, M.Sc,
at London ARCS. He taught the
Bible study hour at Ridgecrest,
N. C, during student week in
1956 and was one of two principal speakers at State Baptist student convention in Greenwood,
5. C, November 9-11, 1956. He
recently served as interim pastor of Deer Park Baptist Church,
Louisville, Ky., while also serving as Seminary professor. He
has a broad knowledge of secular subjects and. a clear understanding of current social and
political problems. Dr. Rust is a
forceful speaker and is original
in thought and expression.
Forum leaders for RE Week
include Rev. Joel Cannon, Pastor, Pickens Methodist Church;
Rev. Fred Reese, Pastor, Central
Methodist Church; Rev. M. D.
Moore, Jr., Pastor, St. Mark's
Methodist Church, Greenville;
Dr. Wade Hook, Pastor to Lutheran Students, University of
North Carolina; Rev. James R.
Bruce, Pastor, First Baptist
Church, Inman; Rev. James L.
White, Pastor, First Baptist
Church, Union; Rev. John W.
Touchberry, Pastor, Ebenezer
and Edisto Baptist Churches,
Cordova; Rev. Cantey C. DuBose,
Pastor,
Seneca Presbyterian
Church; Rev. Alfred G. Taylor,
Pastor,
Fourth
Presbyterian
Church, Greenville; Rev. Sam C.
Smith, Pastor, Easley Presbyterian Church; Rev. Jack Cole, Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal Church,
Pendleton; Rev. Jackson B.
Bright, Rector, Church of theAscension, Seneca; Dr. John
Durst, Professor, New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary;
Mr. Bob Spiro, Executive Sec-

Veteran's Club
Elects R. Goble
At their regular bi-monthly
meeting, the Veteran's Club elected Ross Goble as the new president. Goble replaces G. A. Moore
who resigned the office to assume that of TIGER'S editorship.
Ross, a junior majoring in mechanical engineering, hails fom
Orlando, Florida. Goble spent
four years in the Navy before
entering Ciemson. In this position, he obtained the rank of
Seaman Apprentice.

Information on
Summer Jobs
Now Available

DR. ERIC C. RUST
retary, Blue Ridge Assembly,
Blue Ridge, N. C; Rev. Thomas
F. Tierney, C.S.P., Ottawa, Canada; Rabbi Gruber, Columbia.

Aull Appointed
New Director
Dr. George H. Aull, of Ciemson has been appointed a director of the Charlotte branch of
the Federal Reserve Bank 'of
Richmond, Va. The announcement was made today by the
board of governors of the Federal Reserve System. Dr. Aull,
agricultural economist and head
of Clemson's Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural
Sociology, began his three-year
term ore January 1. He succeeds
Paul T. Taylor, president of Taylor Warehouse Company, Winston-Salem, N. C, on the Charlotte branch board.

MANTOVANI

IM Society
Enters Third
Productive Year
The Industrial Management
Society, a relatively new club
on the campus, is a club to promote better relations between
students and faculty, and to further study and education of
members preparatory to entering the field of industrial management. The club meets twice
a month in the Old Chemistry
building.
The club is composed of forty-five members of the junior
and senior class. The faculty advisor for the club is S.' M. Willis.
The officers are as follows:
president, Richard Sanders; vicepresident, Treze Beasley; secre
tary-treasurer, John D. Jones,
and historian, W. G. Johnson.
Some activities of the club include trips to American Bakeries in Anderson and to Sanzamo
Electric Plant in Pickens. The
club also has been sponsoring
classes on etiquette. The classes
were conducted by Mrs. Martha
Barnes, former hostess at the
Ciemson House. The club also
had a Christmas party at Klutz's
Steak House in Anderson. Mr.
Aiken of the Social Security Administration and Mr. Frick of
the Sanzamo Electric Plant made
talks at meetings of the Industrial Management Society.

February Set As Deadline
For Scholarship Requests
Students seeking scholarships, part-time jobs or loans
for the coming school year should file an application during February in the Student Aid Office. Each applicant
is to specify the particular aids that are desired and only
one completed form is necessary.
Recipients of scholarships will
be selected in March. Faculty
committees will coordinate their
selections so that all eligible students receive due consideration
for the awards which they specify. Available scholarships for
1958-59 are listed elsewhere in
this issue of the TIGER.
Selection of dormitory counselors and dining hall waiters
will be made later in the semester. Students requesting other
employment should file a supplemental application during each
semester that part-time work is
desired. Further information for

Students may learn of various types of work from several
sources during the coming weeks.
The Student Aid and Placement
Office maintains a file on summer camps, travel tours and other vacation-type opportunities.
In most cases the income is rather limited, but other advantages are worth consideration.
Each week the Placement
Bulletin may include special notices about available vacation
jobs. If the campus recruiters
request undergraduate interviews for summer work, it will
be indicated in the bulletin, and
interested students should schedule talks through the Placement Office prior to dates for
interview visits.
Special announcements by
bulletin board, notices, news releases in the TIGER and other
papers will also report summer
work. Directories are available
in the Placement Office that list
summer work in special fields
of study for undergraduates and
faculty members. In most cases
those seeking jobs will be expected to work during all or most
of the summer period.

ballot of the association's members to serve the top office during the 1958 calendar year.
The same election selected
Tom S. Millford, 929 graduate
who lives here at Ciemson, as
the organization's presidentelect for 1959 and A. U. (Buck)
Priester, Jr., 1932 graduate from
LaGrange, Ga., as vice president for the current year.
The 1958 executive committee
is composed of Bryan as chairman, S. C. McMeekin ('23) of
Columbia as vice chairman, and
Millford Priester, W. M. (Bill)
Dillard ('36) of Anderson, F.
Wayne Cannon ('31) of Lancaster, Vernon H. Smith ('25) of
Charlotte, N. C, Jeff Davis ('36)
of Albany, Ga., and ex officio
secretary Joe Sherman ('34),
Clemson's director of alumni relations.
The Ciemson Alumni Association closed its 1957 membership year with a total of 4491
active members, an increase of
1371 members over the 1956
figure of 2,118.
This is the second consecutive year that Alumni Association membership has risen to
a record figure.
"The increased membership is
reflecting an expansion of the
alumni program in terms of
services to Ciemson alumni and
to the College itself," said Joe
Sherman, director of alumni relations.
Services to the alumni are in
the form of ten alumni publications' a year, the alumni

applicants as dormitory counselors and student waiters will appear in a late issue of the TIGER.
Recipients of student loans
are usually restricted by course
of study, scholastic standing and
place of residence. In most cases
those students nearest graduation receive first consideration,
when funds are available. Loan
applicants should contact the
Student Aid Office several weeks
before funds are needed, so that
adequate time is allowed for
processing requests.

placement service, class reunions
in June, Homecoming (Tigerama), assistance with the organization and perpetuation of local
Ciemson clubs throughout the
nation, a distinguished alumnus
award program to be launched
in 1958, and individual services
to alumni who requst them.
The Association enjoyed two
"firsts" during the 1957 membership year. One was its first
"alumna" when Miss Margaret
M. Snider (now Mrs. Donald Ray
Coker) became Clemson's first
woman graduate last June. The
other was the inauguration of
the alumni-presented, studentproduced Tigerama spectacular
as a part of Homecoming last
November. Approximately 9,000
people attended the initial appearance of this student variety
show that will become a traditional part of Homecoming.
Tigerama was coordinated by
the Blue Key, national leadership fraternity, and depended
upon the cooperation of the entire student body for its success.

Ciemson Aero Club
Obtains Land For
New Landing Strip
The Ciemson Aero Club has
leased a 15-acre Oconee County
area in which to develop an air
strip.
The property is located just
inside the county line in the
Cherry Bottoms section, which
will be covered eventually by
Bartwell Dam backwaters.
Club president Pete Norris,
Greenville senior, said that "five
or six years will give the club
time to develop the property
elsewhere."
Norris said plans call for a
2800-foot runway. Jack Foster of
the Civil Aeronautics Administration in Columbia has authorized the location, Norris added,
and his office has inspected the
field for safety requirements.
The Aero Club, which now
owns two airplanes, has 42 members, an all-time high, including
two faculty men.

SAME Initiates
New Members
The Society of American Military Engineers is beginning the
new year right. Initiation of fifteen new members started Wed.,
8 Jan. They are; Jimmy Young,
Tom Anderson, III, James E.
Smith, J. C. Edwards, Charlie
Moore, James Bryan, Joe Culp,
Leland Leonard, Clair Patterson, Robert Heape, John Hughey,
Ralph Hendricks, Carl. DeVane,
and Ben Boling.
The first meeting of this year
will be held Tues., 14 Jan., at
6 o'clock in Room 100, Riggs Hall.
Dr. J. H. Sams, Dean of the
School of Engineering, will talk
on "Guided Missiles" and show
some slides concerning missiles.
Anyone interested in hearing
this fine talk is invited.
Mantovani and his New Music brings its second Ameri- After Dr. Sams' talk, a short
can tour into the South Friday, February 7, for an appear- business meeting will be held.
Plans for a field trip early someance in the college fieldhouse.
time next semester will probably
Tickets for the 8 p. m. performance of the Venetian- be discussed.

Concert Series Will
Present Mantovani

born English orchestra leader are now on sale at the
President's office. It will be the third concert of the
1957-58 Ciemson series.
~
The current tour takes Mantovani and his 45-piece orchestra
for the first time from coast to
coast. His 'hit' 38-city debut tour
in 1955 was concentrated in the
East and middle West. This season he appears in Vancouver,
Seattle and Portland on the West
Coast, and in Dallas, San Antonio, Houston and New Orleans
in the South and Southwest.
Most famous among Mantovani successes are "Charmaine",
London recording best-seller;
"Green Sleeves," an Elizabethian
ballad used by NBC to introduce
its "Music through the Night"
radio show; and "Cara Misa",
his own composition in the popular field. "Charmaine" swept to

the top of the U. S. 'Hit Parade'
in 1951.
Mantovani is best known, however, for his 16 best-selling LP
albums for English Decca, and
his work as musical director for
post-war Noel Coward musicals,
"Sigh No More," "Pacific 1860,"
in which Mary Martin made her
London debut, and "The Ace of
Clubs."
After Sammy Kaye gave a
pop waltz treatment to the famous Leoncavallo "On With the
Motley" theme, London asked
Mantovani to try a similar approach to an excerpt from
"Pagliacci." The son of a musician who was knighted for his
services to music by the King
(Continued" on Page 3)

New Math Course
Offered Students
Dr. D. C. Sheldon, head of the
Mathematics Department, announces that a new course, Intermediate Differential Equations, will be offered beginning
m February 1958. This course
is basic for students who plan to
take graduate work in engineering, the physical sciences or applied mathematics. Dr. J. P.
Brewster will be the instructor.'

NOTICE
Any student not returning
for the second semester is required to obtain a clearance
form from the Registrar's Office. .

Four senior staff positions have been filled for Manager; Bill McElrath, Advertising Manager;
the TIGER. They are, left to right, G. A. and John Beall, Circulation Manager.
"Gus" Moore, Editor; George Heron, Business

FOUR POSITIONS FILLED

Moore, Heron Guide
TIGER Next Semester
The TIGER has elected to its staff a new Editor, Business Manager, Advertising
Manager, and Circulation Manager. Thes e electees, approved by the Publications
Board, take over their new positions with the publication of this week's TIGER.

New Directory
Now Available
To answer the needs of teachers, college students and professors, The Advancement and
Placement Institute announces
publication of their completely
new and expanded 1958 WorldWide SUMMER PLACEMENT
DIRECTORY. The Directory is
prepared as an aid to those who
wish new ideas and ways to
earn while they vacation.
The new Directory gives' descriptions of the type work available, salary ranges, names and
addresses of employers requesting summer employees. Included
are governmental positions, dude
ranches, steamship needs, travel
tour agencies abroad, service projects, work camps, earning free
trips to Europe, national parks,
summer camps, theaters and resorts, career trainee opportunities, study awards all over the
world and many others. Thousands of opportunities are presented from over 20 foreign
countries and all 48 states.
At the request of many sturents, a special new section has
been added for those students
wishing to use their summer in
trainee programs for future career opportunities. Positions are
available in hundreds of firms
in more than fifty fields in
business, industry, government,
science, and recreation and education.
A current up'to date WorldWide SUMMER PLACEMENT
DIRECTORY is published annually by the staff of the Advancement and Placement Institute which has been a non-fee
professional advisory and advancement service for the field
of education since 1952.
Copies may be examined at
many Placement or Dean's Offices, Libraries, School Superintendents' Offices or may be ordered from the Institute at Box
99G, Greenpoint Station, Brooklyn 22, N. Y. for $2.00 a copy.

G. A. "Gus" Moore was elected the New Editor. Gus, whose
home is in Clearwater, Florida,
is a senior majoring in economics. He has been on the TIGER
staff for four years, having served as Circulation Manager since
September, 1956. Gus replaces
Charles Spencer who left office
at the end of the semester.
George H. Heron is the new
Business Manager, replacing W.
G. "Dub" Johnson who graduates in February. George is a
junior majoring in chemical engineering, and his home is in
Jenkinsvllle. He has been on the
TIGER staff for two years.
The new Advertising Manager
is William L. McElrath from Canton, North Carolina. Bill is a
junior majoring in electrical engineering, and this is his third
year on the TIGER staff.
The new Circulation Manager

is John Beall from Chicago, Illinois. John is a junior majoring
in mechanical engineering, and
this is his second year on the
staff.

Faculty Senate
Meets Tuesday
The regular January meeting
of the Faculty Senate will be
held in Olin Hall auditorium,
Tueday, January 14, at 4 p. m.
The agenda includes: 1—continued consideration of or part of
the Committee on Policies concerning operating policies of the
Athletic Department; 2—a report
from the special committee; 3—
a report from the Welfare Committee on policies for the award
of emeritus titles.

Numeral Society Gets
Thirteen Members
The Numeral Society in its last
regular bi-monthly meeting on
Thursday, December 12, 1957, at
7:30, in room 118 of the Chemistry Building, elected thirteen
new members from their pledge
list. Tom Hutchinson, president,
presided at the meeting.
Selection of the new members
from the pledge list was based
upon their activity and support
of club services during their
pledge period. Each new member
was elected by a three-fourths
majority vote of approval of the
old members.
The new members are: Erwin
Able, Martin Anderson, Jupe
Atria, Billy Brigham, Russ
Campbell, P. C. Cochran, Dickie
Felder, Ronnie Hillhouse, Bill
Nettles, Pete Pearce, Sam Plowden, Harry Rytenberg, and Glenn
Wilfong.
The initiation of the new members began Monday, January 6,
and will be concluded Friday,
January 10, at the' "Y" Cabin.

At the Y.M.C.A. Cabin the formal
initiation will take place and a
social will follow.
The Society is a service fraternity and has completed several projects this semester. One
of its largest projects was the
building of the Homecoming
Queen's float. The Society also
decorated, escorted, and ushered
for the Maid of Cotton Contest.
Also the pep slogans seen before
the football games was a project
of the Numeral Society. The
Socity donated its services to
usher at Clemson's first Tigerama show.
The next regular meeting will
be January 9, in room 118 of the
Chemistry Bulding. All members
please be present.

NOTICE

It gives the TIGER great
pleasure to announce that Bill
Nettles was first semester
Smedley P. Forsythe VI.

Little Theatre Will
Offer Religious Play
Religious Emphasis Week 1958 will be gin with a new twist this year. On Sunday,
February 2, T.S.Eliot's play, "Murder in the Cathedral," will begin a three-performance run. The play, though seemingly a murder mystery, is thoroughly religious and
raises many important religious questions that will stimulate our thinking and open
our minds to develop convictions during th is Religious Emphasis Week.
The play has been adopted by
the RE Committee as an integral
part of the REW activities. The
play is being presented by the
Ciemson Little Theatre for the
College and Community without
charge. Little Theatre Season
Ticket holders will have reserved seats.
The play will be presented
at the Food Industries Auditorium on Sunday afternoon,
February 2, a matinee performance; on Sunday evening,
February 2; and again on Monday evening, February 3. AH
students and the public are
invited.
T. S. Eliot is considered by
many to be one of the great contemporary writers and Ciemson
Little Theatre audiences have
witnessed two of his plays in the
past three years, "The Cocktail
Party" and "The Confidential
Clerk." Of all of Eliot's works,
"Murder in the Cathedral" is his

one really serious and religious
work. This does not mean that
humor is lacking or that the
entertainment is any less. For
in "Murder,' Eliot has developed
characters that will entertain and
amuse the most critical audiences.
Around the historic occasion of
the murder of Thomas A. Becket
in Canterbury Cathedral in England in the Twelfth Century,
Eliot has woven a masterpiece
of existential symbolism. He has
selected a chorus of four women
to represent mankind, since all
mankind comes from woman.
The hero, Thomas, is shown, not
as a saint but as a human being
... and is seen in the light of
many interpretations. The audience is left to arrive at its own
verdict as to the saintliness of
Thomas. A large portion of the
pley is devoted to a psychological study of Thomas and the,

—
—-—■
.
temptations that he is confronted
with. The play will move the
hardhearted, please the skeptic,
and delight the sentimentalist.
Temptation is a central
theme of the play and will
bring us all closer to an understanding of what temptation
really is. As Thomas says,
"The last temptation is the
greatest treason: to do the
right deed for the wrong reason. For those who serve the
greater cause may make the
cause serve them, still doing
right."
A timely theme is a consideration of the relationship of Church
and State. What would the State
be if the Church were destroyed? A Priest of Canterbury overcome by grief at the murder of
Thomas cries out, "The Church
lies bereft, alone, desecrated,
desolated, and the heathen shall
(Continued on Page 3)

TALK OF THE TOWN

Editorial Corner

Religion, Play, Dance
Highlight February

As has been the practice with past administrations,
the first editorial of the new administration is devoted
to a statement of policy, both of the publication in general
and the editor in particular. It is with this thought in
mind that we commit ourselves to another semester of
service to Clemson and its student body.
TIGER'S policy for the past fifty years has been that
of complete devotion to the ideal of advancement of
Clemson College in all fields of endeavor. We pledge
that this practice will continue as before, and that it will
be expanded wherever possible. TIGER is published for
the consumption of students, faculty and administration
members, alumni, and friends of the school.

• HAVE FOUR W£*siWS

JON
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But it is basically published for the benefit of
the student body, and their interests come before
those of any other group of readers. When we refer
to TIGER as a student newspaper, we mean just that,
and we say it with pride.
If we may be allowed to plagarize and paraphrase,
let us say that TIGER is by,the students, for the students,
and to the students. We are more than happy if any other
group finds this publication interesting, but only if they
bear in mind that it is written with a student's viewpoint.
TIGER will not be guilty of what is known as "yellow
journalism," yet it will not be guilty of shying away from
or concealing controversial issues. Some have accussed
the staff of hunting for a "crusade." This is hardly true,
yet whenever an issue presents itself, we will not be
afraid to publish our views even if it entails stepping
on a few toes in the process.
If any student ever finds that his beliefs differ
from those published in the columns and editorials
of this paper, we hope that he will make maximum
use of the column, "Letters To Tom." Our only request is that these letters show some thought and
that they are signed.

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Eleventh Hour Tests
Crowd Out Review

""8

Religious Emphasis Week lives

By CHARLES SPENCER
What does Religious Emphasis Week mean to the
students of Clemson College?
This question is asked every year by church people,
college administrators, R. E. Week planners, and the students themselves.
Does it mean a few days set aside out of the college
calendar during which the college officials plot with
church leaders to try to spoon-feed a little religion into
unenthusiastic students?
Or is it a week in which a benevolent college provides overworked students with an easy work schedule so
that they may catch up on their rest?
Or maybe its a time when students who really take
their religion seriously can "charge up their batteries"
for another year of spiritual "carefree motoring?"
It couldn't be the first, because no one is compelled
to attend any of the convocations or forum groups.
It definitely is not the second, because it is scheduled
at the beginning of the semester when hard, serious
itudying has not yet begun for the majority of students.
And the third answer is absurd because religion has
never been known to be smooth sailing for anyone, spiritual boost or no spiritual boost.
Then what is the purpose of Religious Emphasis
Week, from the viewpoint of Clemson freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors? Those students who have
taken an active interest in past R. E. Weeks will usually
give an answer something like this: it is a time when
young men and women, of whatever faith, religious preference, or creed, are confronted with the realization that
they must give serious thought to what they believe in,
for that is a vital part of life.
This year's Religious Emphasis Week provides for
Clemson students the opportunity to hear and talk with
today's realistic and sensible churchmen, all of whom will
be here because they are interested in and aware of today's young people.
It's your choice, but there's an old Clemson saying:
"If you go once, you'll go back again." That's the kind
of experience Religious Emphasis Week is.
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By MACKIE MANNING
Once again the time has come for us,
the student body of Clemson to bring to
a close another semester. One week from
today the finals begin and most of us will
have quite a load on our shoulders trying
to study with a great deal of success and
then to walk into the classrooms with our
pencils, blue books, slide rules, or what
have you, prepared to sit diligently for a "
hard three hours and try to prove to the
professor in writing air the knowledge we
have acquired in his class for the past
approximate four and one-half months.

the knowledge we have acquired during the past semester wihout reviewing, and therefore go into a final without studying for it? I don't think so.
Throughout the duration of most
courses, some three to five hundred
pages are usually covered. Five or six
times this number gives one quite a
few pages to review, and to get this
work done would require very diligent work for quite a while.

By CAROL HUGHES
The holidays, with all the parties and
good times, are over. Once again we come
to the close of the semester with the last
minute quizzes and, of course, final exams.
When these little items are finished we
can all look forward to a small vacation
then the joyous (?) return to our beautiful (?) campus to go through the orderly
registration for second semester. On this
matter may we state that we hope this will
be handled in the outstanding manner it
was at the beginning of the present semester. After this is over the Clemson student
body can look forward to several outstanding social functions and one other
event which deserves special notice.
This is of course the Religious Emphasis Week held every year at the start
of the second semester. Those of us who
have been at Clemson for sometime will
need no urging to avail ourselves of the
opportunities this week affords to people
of all faiths. Those of you who are freshmen should attend the convocations and
the hall discussion groups during this
week. Once you have attended, you will
in all probability want to go back. It is
all on a purely voluntary basis, classes will
be cut short and' the professors are not
supposed to give quizzes this week, so
there will be no real excuse for missing

the meetings.
Also during this week the Clemson
Little Theater will present "Murder In
The Cathedral," a two act play by T. S.
Elliot. Those familiar with this man's
works will not want to miss this event.
The Little Theater can be counted on to
come through with an outstanding performance.
Also on the agenda for the month of
February is the concert by Montovanti and
his orchestra which will probably be one
of the best musical occurrences to be seen
on this campus in many moons. One regrets that this artist will have to perform
in the field house with all its atmosphere
and unusual acoustics but it still should
sound very good.
Climaxing the February season will
be the Midwinters Dances presented by the
Central Dance Association. For this dance
the C. D. A. will feature the music of
Richard Maltby. We remember Maltby
as the outstanding dance band presented
during the last year and we feel sure that
we can look forward to the dances this
year. Those of you who missed Maltby
last year and the freshmen who have
never heard him should make plans now
to attend.

THE CHANGING SCENES

TIGER Ends Another Semester;
Many Improvements Seen
By RAY GRIFFIN
Another semester draws to a close and
the usual subsequent upheavals begin.
With this issue the TIGER of this semester is put to bed for the last time and the
TIGER of next semester begins. A changeover is a time convenient for taking stock
and determining what has been accomplished in the past. At the same time a
look forward should be made and tentative plans charted for the future. Changing events, and, as yet, unborn issues will
doubtless receive attention.

workable and laudable handling of the
ticket situation by the Athletic Department. The Clemson - Carolina
game wasn't the frustrating headache
to get to see which it used to be.
The laundry, although still inclined to
over-starchiness and shrinkage, has improved its service remarkably. It remains to be seen what the dining hall
committee will effect in the way of improvement, but cooperation is present and
good results are expected. Entering for
meals has certainly improved.

In order to try to stay or get in good
standing in the course, neither of these
two items, the last week quizzes or the
This is quite a task we have befinals, may be neglected; yet how is one
fore us as it stands, but to complicate
to determine which one to study the most?
matters all the more, there seems to
Of course the final will probably count
be a trend for most professors to try
The TIGER which logically and natmore, but should we just be made to posto slip in just one more quiz.
sibly take a lower grade on a course be- urally must keep its ear to the ground
Next semester's issues have yet to
Most students at Clemson are taking
cause we were so heavily burdened the and sample student opinion has attempted
arise. However, it is hoped that the feeble
in the neighborhood of six courses, and last week or week and a half of classes.
attempts to appease the cries for better
to do its required share to effect certain
when the student has a quiz in each of
landscape and improve the campus will
To me, it is not right to burden changes.
these courses—the last week of classes, not
swell
with the times. There is without a
the students in this way, and possibly
Public opinion is molded by a
to mention the lab finals that are given
doubt
immeasurable room for improvesomething could be worked out to elinewspaper. To the public, a paper
the last meeting of the class, when is the
minate the situation, and possibly give
ment.
owes its all because it functions for
student going to study for his finals.
reason for the grades here at Clemson
The mute question of fraternities
and due to public demand. Transto rise.
Is it expected of us to retain all
also
demands an answer. Is it unfair
lated in terms of Clemson the public
to
ask
these questions: can Clemson
becomes the students. The interests,
have them? If so why wait any
the requirements, and the requests of
longer?
If not, what are the reasons?
Clemson men become the concern of
by russ campbell and punkie bell
Any
comment
to relieve or break the
the TIGER.
prevailing but not deadly silence is
KEYNOTE COMFORT: Comfort, as completes the picture. For class, sporting
To gather, to interpret, to comment, to
eagerly awaited.
well as style, is certainly a requisite for events, or just loafing, you will find this
analyze, and to report news is the purpose
those morning lectures. An old campus combination unbeatable.
The semester, a fresh new start, lies
of any newspaper. Alerting, informing,
KEYNOTE GLAMOUR: Witches
favorite, this outfit combines style, apand effecting change when needed —• is ahead; its future uncertain. One thing is
« pearance and comfort on aren't the only ones now days that wear
sure—student opinion remains and retains
the true function of journalism.
a small budget.
pointed shoes. Every smart lady knows
its voice, the TIGER.
This past semester has seen a
The coat should be a that the new, pointed toe and slim heel
three button blazer- slenderize her foot.
stripe or a tweed. It
A stylish, well-chosshould have flap pockets en pair of shoes will add
and natural shoulders. the finishing touches to
By JOHN PARRIS
An oxford cloth shirt any outfit. These new
Associate Student Chaplain
with inverted pleat, but- numbers certainly supton-down collar and cen- ply that touch.
The moments, hours, and months of us look more often into the WORD OF
ter-button cuffs is the collegiate standard.
The new, pointed-toe
the past year are gone. What has been LIFE that we may find therein the real
A tie of dark red or small patterns is pre- shoes come in every condone is history—good or bad. HOW DID meaning and purpose of life.
ceivable color and maferable. Fabric belts of plaids or small
WE SPEND THOSE DAYS? Did we make
In this new year of 1958 there will
patterns to match the tie are best. Leather terial, and they are designed to fit every
each day count in our endeavor to build come for all of us many new and exciting
belts that are narrow and dark are also price level. Anyone, from the college coour life? Were many of those days wasted experiences with the dawning of each new
accepted. The slacks are the favorite ed to a career girl, can and should wear
or lost without anything to show for
khakis with belted-back. Solid athletic this attractive new addition to the world them? These and many other questions day. Each experience will either add to
socks or argyles with loafers or bucks of fashion.
emphasize the importance of TAKING or destroy a portion of the life that is beSTOCK OF OUR LIVES as this new year ing formed. It is imperative that each one
of us find a source of strength—a power
unfolds.
to help us. It is a known fact that the
Each of us should take a complete in- mysteries of the new year are yet
ventory
of our life. A good, honest search unknown but the God who holds the fuHere are authorative answers policy. VA will renew it for you ing to school full-time?
A. No. If you take a part-time into our soul is a necessity. In doing so ture is known. He now lives and reigns
from the Veterans Administra- automatically.
tion to questions of current in- Q. I have a GI loan. Does the GI training, you will use up your we could see where we now stand with in the hearts of men and women the world
terest to former servicemen and lender have a right to charge me entitlement only on a part-time God and find exactly what place He now
over. And at this moment He stands ready
basis.
their families:
a penalty for late payments?
Q. lama young man of 22, has in our total personality. A delay in to lead us into this new year and throughQ. My GI term insurance pol- A. For any loan installment eligible for Ware Orphans school
icy is nearing the end of its term. paid more than 15 days after its ing. Does my mother have to file finding this answer will only cause a con- out our life if we will only invite Him.
Will I have to take a physical due-date, he may add a late an application in my behalf, or tinued loss of irretrievable time.
God has been good to us throughout our
examination to renew it for an- charge that does not exceed four may I file one myself?
life
and He will continue to do so, but let
As we enter this new year let us reother five-year term?
percent of the amount of the in- A. Since you are over 21, you
us
show
our gratitude by "PRESENTING
stallment.
may file your own application. solve to LOOK UP and behold God in the
A. No physical examination is
OUR
BODIES
A LIVING SACRIFICE
required. In fact, as long as your Q. If I take a part-time course For young people under 21, how- universe. Let us LOOK OUT into the
HOLY
AND
ACCEPTABLE UNTO
ever,
their
living
parent
or
under
the
Korean
GI
Bill,
will
world
and
see
what
opportunities
we
have
premiums are current at the end
of the term period, you needn't I be using up my entitlement on guardian must file the applica- to serve God and our fellow men. Let GOD!"
take any steps to renew your the same basis as if I we*"- ""-

In The Collegiate Fashion

Word To The Wise

-:- Veterans Corner -:-
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Richard Maltby Returns For Midwinters
Popular Orchestra Makes
Second Campus Appearance

Your Student Assembly Reports
The student Assembly met December 11, 1957 in Room
118, Chemistry Building with Lanny Moore presiding. a resolution in the form of a
personal letter be made, thankThe meeting was called to order and opened with a prayer ing the manager of the college
by Luther Bigby, Chaplain of the Student Assembly.
laundry for the improved launHarry Bolick gave a report
on the National Congress of the dining hall committee of the AsNational Student Association sembly had met with success in
to which he was a delegate at its efforts to have dining hall
seats assigned to students. He
its August, 1957 meeting.
Jack Branch reported that the said that dining hall regulations
proposed holiday change has will be published in the near
been presented to the Educa- future and that his committee
tional Council after it had pass- had the judicial power necessary
ed the student body by a 1272 for the enforcement.
Charles Spencer moved that
to 608 vote. The proposal was
rejected on the basis that it the chair appoint a permanent
would interfere with job com- committee to consider any matmitments and travel arrange- ter of schedule changes in the
future. This motion was secondments.
Norville Spearman reported ed and passed.
Bill Nettles moved that a comthat as a result of discussion
with the Postmaster, two mail mission be formed to remove
boxes will be installed soon af- dogs from the immediate area
ter Christmas. One mail box of the dormitories. This motion
will be on the arcade and one was seconded and passed. Bill
Nettles was appointed Chairnear the eighth barracks.
Luther Bigby reported that he man of this commission.
The chair appointed Les Har'had met with a faculty committee to discuss class attend- well chairman of a committee to
ance regulations, and that no investigate the condition of student parking lots.
definite action had been taken.
Norville Spearman moved that
Harry Bolick reported that the

CAMPUS CHARACTERS

Morrison Leads CDA
In Serving Clemson
By BILL GIBBONS
Alex Morrison, a senior majoring in Industrial Management at Clemson, was elected last year as president
lot the Central Dance Association (CDA). The CDA is the
only social organization at Clemson and has as its sole
purpose the presentation of nationally known, name bands
for the pleasure of the student body. This organization
also presents jazz . and popular concerts on various
occasions.
Alex came to Clemson from
North Carolina State College
where he was a major in Industrial Engineering. He also participated in the Freshman Swimming Team, the varsity Swimming Team, Intermural sports,
and was a member of the Kappa Alpha Fraternity. On coming
to Clemson, Alex became a member of the Pershing Rifles. He
was the only member of the PR's
who was not a member of the
ROTC. Alex attended the Georgia Military Academy for two
years. He is from Hartsville,
South Carolina and attended
Hartsville High School for two
years.
The President of CDA, in
speaking for the staff, said that
"We try to give Clemson College students the best in entertainment. We feel very fortunate
in getting Richard Maltby back
this year. His band was probably
one of the best that played here

last year." Alex feels that the
turnout for the past dances this
year have been excellent and
feels that the students will enjoy the coming dance equally as
well. "It is our goal," he continues, "to get bigger and better
bands in the future."
"The CDA staff is always open for suggestions in ways to
make the dances more enjoyable.
The staff has worked very hard
and deserves recognition in making dances here possible."
The job of CDA president is
not an easy one. It is the responsibility of the president to
contact agents and to present to
the staff bands that are available for coming dances and to
coordinate the activities of the
staff. "Dances at Clemson could
not be possible without the concentrated effort of all senior staff
members with the help of the
junior staff."

The second semester dance season opens soon as the
Central Dance Association presents Richard Maltby and
his orchestra February 21 and 22. Maltby makes his
second successive Mid-Winters trip to Clemson, and the
majority of the student body is anxiously awaiting his reThe Holy Trinity Episcopal turn engagement. As featured vocalist with the Richard
Church will present the Annual Maltby organization, Miss Sandy Sherwood, is an exciting
Feast of Lights pageant on Sun- personality who bubbles with enthusiasm.

Feast Of Lights
Will Be Held
Sunday Evening

dry service. This motion was
seconded and passed.
Harry Bolick moved that the
Secretary of the Student Body
be instructed to provide copies
of the student body constitution to every member of the
Student Assembly. This motion
was passed.

Forestry Prof.
Translates Book

day evening at 7:30.
Throughout the ages light has
been the symbol of progress and
truth. The Feast of Lights, depicting the spread of Christianity through truth, had its origin
in the Eastern Church very early, even ante-dating the observance of Christmas by the Western Church. This Feast of the
Epiphany inaugurates the great
missionary season of the Church.
It emphasizes the importance of
the historic continuity of the
Church, the universality of
Christ, arid the beauty and glory
of the Christian message, as reflected in the symbol of light.
The pageant will have a cast
of 32 characters, and included in
the music will be special solos
by Miss Mary Duckett, Mr. John
Hunter and other members of
the choir. The pageant is being
directed by the Reverend Mr.
Robert Oliveros, costuming is by
Mrs. John McCullough, assisted
by Mrs. William Blackburn and
Mrs. R. L. Oliveros. Mr. Emerson Waite is directing the music.
Student members of the Canterbury Association and the members of the Young People's Service League will participate.
The emphasis of the pageant is
strictly missionary, and will be
of particular interest to all
Christians in the community. Everyone is cordially invited to attend this impressive ceremony.

A scholarly Bohemian book,
requiring two years' translation
by a Clemson professor, has been
put on sale in Charleston with
proceeds going to a three-school
scholarship fund.
The book, "The Icon," by Josef Myslivec, was translated by
Dr. Kolman Lehotsky, head of
the forestry department. Sales
will supplement the P. P. Leventis, Sr., scholarship fund at The
RICHARD MALTBY
Citadel, Clemson, and The Greek
Orthodox Seminary.
The printing was financed by
two former Clemson students,
sons of the late Charleston philantropist and civic leader, in
memory of their father.
The book, a dual contribution
to religion and art, traces image
from its pre-Christian and preiconographic Greco-Egyptian inception to most recent times. It
A Clemson College member of the Vanguard missile
includes a detailed study of the j project team has "no fears" for America's scientific capainter-relationships of Byzantine
and Slavic icons—Russia, Serbia, bilities, and foresees a successful satellite at an early date.
Dr. A. T. Hind, professor of
Bulgaria, The Ukraine, and those
Most members of the 'team,'
of non-slavic Romania. Illustra- mathematics, says the United
tions substantiate new discover- States can catch, match and sur- he reports hedged on advance
pass Russia in the science race. fanfare given the test. The feelies.
An eye-witness of last month's ing was "to get it up there first
failure at Cape Canaveral, Fla., and then tell the world about
Dr. Hind observes that the satel- it." The resulting newspaper
lite program was begun in this terms of 'flopnik' and 'goofniV
country only two years ago. "If cut the project's devoted personContract negotiations for the the Soviet Union started in 1950, nel as sharply as knives, says
(Continued from Page 1)
Army ROTC Flight Training as generally believed, we have Dr. Hind. Failure was felt keenof Portugal, and who had served
Program here at the college are come a long way in a short time," ly, but it was not a surprise.
expected to be completed this he says.
The launching, asserts the as leader (assistant conductor)
Dr. Hind has been a member Clemson professor, was purely to such personages as Toscanini
week.
Colonel George A. Douglass, of the Navy Vanguard team since of a test vehicle (TV-3). A ser- and Mascagni, Mantovani had
PMS&T, has selected eight Army the project was started in Sep- ies of seven test firings were behind him a thorough musical
ROTC students to fill the initial tember, 1955. He has worked scheduled, to be followed by six training which included study of
authorized quota. The students holidays and summers at the actual all-out attempts. Only theory, counterpoint and harselected are: Currie B. Spivey, Naval Research Laboratory in three of the preliminary tests, mony. He was determined that
Jerry T. Steele, Lannie W. Moore, Washington, D. C, responsible although all successful, had been his version of the "Pagliacci"
music should not offend those
Sammy E. Plowden, Roy H. Her- for the baby-moon launching, completed.
who admired the original. He
ron, William T. Clary, Phillip and at Cape Canaveral.
The Dec. 6 test was the first came up with the idea of the New
Specifically, the Clemson sciR. Fidler, and Charles A. Bryan.
time the three stages had been
Should the authorized quota entist is assigned to mathemati- together for firing, Dr. Hind Music, scored to sustain the melody with reiterated waves of
cal
calculations
of
the
third
stage
be increased or should any of the
points out. Without the pressure
initial eight students drop from firing. The third stage propul- of Sputnik, he suggests, the test sound.
the program, three alternate sion occurs at about 300 miles, might have been measured by
candidates have been selected. while moving vertically, and project workers as a success.
They are: Francis K. Starnes, sends the satellite into orbit.
Dr. Hind came away from the
Outstanding earlier contribuPinckney C. Cochran, and Karl
dejection
of Cape Canaveral
tions
in
the
building
of
comM. Johnson.
Satisfactory completion of the puters brought Dr. Hind to the more impressed with "the treflight training will qualify stu- attention of Vanguard. A grad- mendous devotion of our scien- Open From 11 a. m. to 11 p. in
tists" than with the world imdents for CAA pilot's licenses. uate of Emory University, he
Shakes and Sundaes
pact
of the blow-up.
joined
Clemson
in
1947.
He
earnThe exact starting date for the
All Flavors
"There
is
no
doubt
we
will
program will be announced later. ed his doctorate from the UniHot Dogs and All
versity of Georgia in 1952 while have a small satellite in orbit
on a three-year leave of absence. soon," he predicts. "The use of
Kinds of Sandwiches
Since that time he has been magnetic tape to reproduce
Curb Service If Desired
sound
is
just
as
fantastic.
What
engaged in official Washington
man can actually do is hard to College Ave.,
Clemson, S. C.
research each summer.
This past summer he spent conjecture."
Cooledge, Jr., of the Clemson
College Architecture Depart- two months on the job at the
Florida launching site. Last
ment.
A graduate student in Archi- month he was formally invited
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
tecture, Mr. John R. Jeffries of to attend the ill-fated test. AfCharleston, S. C, will play the ter a series of delays, the threeFarm
Implements — Sporting Goods
role of the First Tempter. Mr. stage rocket exploded on the
ground,
scoring
a
hard
blow
to
W. Bratton Williams, Clemson
Serving This Section Since 1895
College Textiles will portray the American prestige.
Third Tempter; and Mr. John
H Hunter, Engineering, will portray the Forth Tempter.
SUPER-WINSTON *
In the Cathedral two other
PRODUCT/TONS
Priests and Monks are portrayed by Mr. William C.
PRESENTS
Edel, Industrial Management;
and Mr. Bobby Barnett of the
Poultry Department. The Herald will be portrayed by a
Daniel High School student,
Mr. Rodney Foster of Clemson.
Several younger boys will portray the Acolytes in the Cathedral.
The four women who form the
chorus and who portray mankind
are: Mrs. J. H. Bond, Mrs. Gilbert C. Miller, Miss Helen Anderson, and Miss Debbie Waite.
The choruses will be interpreted
in interpretive ballet by the students of the Fain School of
Dance.

Former Prof. Aids
Vanguard Project

ROTC Flight
Program Begins

MANTOVANI

Maltby stunned the students.
last year when he brought his Richard Maltby was born on
relatively new orchestra to Clem- June 26, 1914, in Chicago, Illinois, the youngest of five sons.
son and played both fabulous and He began his association with
danceable music. Richard will music during his early grade
bring with him his "strango- school days when he played corphone" which gave all the coup- net in the school orchestra. Ha
continued playing and arrangles an enjoyable break last Mid- ing for school orchestras throughWintere.
out high school. Upon comThe dance will be formal Fri- pletion of high school he entered
day night and informal Satur- Northwestern University where
he took liberal arts courses with
day night. The prices will be the idea of not going into the
$3.50 for the Friday night affair, music profession. However, he
$4.00 for Saturday night, and 50c met Virginia Hosegood of Ripon,
per person for the Saturday af- Wisconsin, who later became his
ternoon concert. The block tick- wife, and insisted that he dediet will sell for $7.50 and will ad- cate his talent exclusively to musmit the holder and his date to ic.
the Friday and Saturday night Dick's band Is a large one acdances and to the Saturday af- cording to present day standternoon concert.
ards. There are 4 trumpets, 3
Richard Maltby, conductor- trombones, 5 reeds, 3 rhythm
arranger for RCA Victor's VIK (bass, guitar and drums), a girl
label and leader of the Richard vocalist and Dick himself who
Maltby Orchestra, is not only one plays cornet, electronic piano,
of the most talented musicians and chimes, a set which he carof the day but also one of the ries with him.
most imaginative. His creative Dick's family consists of his
mind has led him to explore the wife, Virginia, son Richard, Jr.,
classical and symphonic realm age 19 (a sophomore at Yale
as well as the popular dance University), Marilynn, age 15, (a
medium. With such a thorough sopohomore in high school), Nabackground it is no wonder then na, mother-in-law par excellthat the short space of a few ence, 1 dog (Peggy), 2 cats, a
months he emerged as one of the bantam rooster, a grey mare
top dance bands in the coun- named Cheerful, a tank of goldtry. Master of musical moods, fish, and all the wild birds and
Richard Maltby has the Band the squirrels that can be attracted
Dancers demand.
to the feeding stations.

THE SHINING TOWER

6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
■to CURB SERVICE
* REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
CLEMSON HIGHWAY
-:ANDERSON, S. C.

* FULL MEALS
* SANDWICHES

DRINK....

Tasty Freeze
Drive-In

Little Theatre
(Continued" from Page 1)
build on the ruins, their world
^without God!"
Certainly a universal theme
that every man is confronted
with is the problem of suffering
and the place of suffering. These
lines of Eliot express the message of the whole play: "Acting
is suffering and suffering action.
Neither does the actor suffer nor
the patient act. But both are
fixed in an eternal action, an
eternal patience to which all
must consent that it may be
willed and which all must suffer
that they may will it, that the
pattern may subsist, for the pattern is the action and the suffering, that the wheel may turn and
still be forever still."
There are lines of great poetry and of great religious con►viction that will thrill the faithful ones. For example, the chorus
sings in praise to God, "For all
things exist only as seen by
Thee, only as known by Thee,
all things exist only in Thy light,
and Thy glory is declared even
in that which denies Thee; the
darkness declares the glory of
light. Those who deny thee could
light. Those who deny Thee could
and their denial is never complete, for if it were so, they
would not exist."
The play is being directed
by the Rev. Robert L. Oliveros,
Rector of Holy Trinity Episcopal Church, Clemson, assisted
by Mrs. John Howard Bond of
Clemson. In charge of production will be a student selected
by the Alpha Psi Omega dramatics fraternity, Mr. Hum-

HIT OF THE WEEK!

SPECIAL!
LA DEE DAH
Billy and Lillie

Only 59c
THIS WEEK ONLY

Jt

phrey Glenn McGee. Mrs.
James N. Thurston is in charge
of costuming. Mrs. C. C. Fain
is in charge of chorography.
Cast in the role of Thomas A.
Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, is the Rev. Gaston D.
Bright, Rector of the Episcopal
Church of the Ascension, Seneca,
S. C. Mr. Bright has had experience as a professional actor
before becoming an ordained
Minister. Two Clemson Ministers also are in the cast: The
Rev. Ben Hudnall, Pastor of the
Clemson Methodist Church, will
play the role of a Priest in the
Canterbury Cathedral; and the
Rev. Charles Arrington, Pastor
of the Clemson Baptist Church,
is cast in the role of the Second
Tempter.
There are four knignts who
have the difficult task of murdering the Archbishop, two of
whom will be played by Clemson College students: James Eldridge Martin of Dillon, S. C; and
Manuk Diarbekirian from Buenos Aires, Argentina. The other
two knights will be played by
Captain S. M. Smith, Jr., of the
Clemson Military and Mr. H. N

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

The Light Refreshment

Terry Bottling Company
ANDERSON

GREENWOOD
STDRyOFA
SiMPiEGlAWATOR

Career Opportunities With
General Telephone
Facts On General Telephone Company of the Southeast
1. We are a subsidiary of General Telephone Corporation.
2. General Offices are in Durham, North Carolina,
with Operating Divisions in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia.
3. We are a member of America's fastest growing
communications systems with operating companies in
31 states and several foreign countries.
4. We employ both Liberal Arts and Engineering
garduates.
5. Consider a career with General Telephone ....
make an appointment through your Placement Office
for interviews on January 8.
For further information, contact the Director of Personnel,

General Telephone Co. of
the Southeast
R£C$RPS90P

COLLEGE AVE. —CLEMSON

P. O. Box 1412
DURHAM, N. C.

tt.l. REYKOIOJ 10»»«0i

AND A N£WCRUSH-PROOFBOX.TOO-UKE WOWf ^f
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Tigers Open Spring
Practice February 17
With 19 Lettermen

CAMERON DRIVES AGAINST VIRGINIA

By BOB BRADLEY
Coach Frank Howard of Clemson will start mixing
ingredients Monday, Feb. 17, for his 19th Clemson football team. That's the day spring practice opens.

By JERRY AUSBAND

Just To See The Tigers

Missed Free Shots
Give Virginia Win
%er Tigers, 88-85

The drills are scheduled to run
The day was great; that is, it was as great as the day
for five weeks with practice four ters Paul Snyder and Bill Thocould be with the usual first-day-of-holiday-rain at Clemdays a week. Tentative plans call mas, halfbacks Rabbit Chatlin,
son. Russ Campbell, TIGER art editor, and this writer
for sessions Monday, Tuesday, Doug Cline, Bill Mathis and
After leading 75-67 with 3
were looking forward to the Clemson-Alabama game in
Friday and Saturday.
Sonny Quesenberry and fullback minutes and 21 seconds left in
Charlotte before we headed home for a restful vacation
The annual coaching clinic is Mike Dukes.
the game, a Clemson freeze provscheduled March 13-15 and the
from the wild parties and humdrum of classes. After
ed unsuccessful, and Virginia
Those
back
who
saw
varsity
spring
game
sponsored
yearly
by
searching for Christmas presents and getting laundry, my
the local Block 'C Club will be action but not logging enough fought back to a 79-79 tie. With
old "Blue Beetle" chugged merrily away towards the
Saturday, March 22.
time for a letter are ends Bob only 2 seconds of regulation time
great unknown, not fully knowing what that unknown
Howard said that he is expect- DeBardelaben, Leroy Ednie left, Wistar Nelligan of Virginia
would be.
ng around 75 or 80 boys to report
came up with a three point play,
to him for the 20 practice days. and George Tupper, tackles a lap-in on which he was fouled.
A few minor difficulties later (actually, only a
Missing are 10 lettermen, includ- Donnie Meador and Jack
broken door lock and inability to start after getting
Clemson jumped out to a thret
ing five first stringers and five Smith, guards Herman Baker,
gas), we found ourselves breezing more or less sporadwho operated on Howard's "sec- Don Mills and Robert Gobble, point lead in the first overtime,
ond first" team.
ically on the great dual lane between Greenville and
center Joe Pilot, quarterbacks as Doug Hoffman sunk a fret
The lettermen returning
Johnnie Mac Goff and Charles throw and a tap in. Virginia
Spartanburg. All too soon having to turn off onto the
number 19; there are 15 others
"Red" Hope, halfbacks Terry came right back as Busch scored
Spartanburg by-pass, the "Beetle" continued its rewho saw some varsity action
Eberhart, Walt Uhlig, and a lay in, and Nelligan again
lentless journey towards the Queen City's Coliseum
over the past 7-3 season but
Doug Daigneault and fullback converted two free throws with
11 seconds left in the game. At
not enough to earn letters, 15
Hal Knott.
and the opening game for the Tigers.
this point, Clemson went all out'
boys who bohunked or red
Braving the disgraceful high-paths (due to the work
Howard is beginning his 28th to try and tie or win the game.
shirted during '57 and 25 or
being done towards a complete limited access super high30 coming up from this past season on the Clemson staff and With two seconds left, Cameron
the 19th as head coach. With him missed a shot and that looked
year's frosh squad.
way), my esteemed colleague and I speculated on the
Included in the lettermen are again is the same varsity staff like the ball game. But Cametourney's favorite, Alabama, and how the improved Tigthree
ends, three tackles, two from last year which includes ron was fouled and now had a
ers should do against the Crimson Tide. Naturally
chance to win the game; howguards, two centers, one quarter- Charlie Waller, offensive back- ever, he made only one shot
high on hopes for their victory and for their winning Tom Cameron, Tiger guard, drives in for a Tigers came back the next night to whip na- back, six halfbacks and two full- field coach; Banks McFadden,
tionaly ranked Maryland, 73-66. Other play- backs.
defensive backfield coach; Bob good, and the game went into a
the tourney, we chugged happily into North Carolina be- lay-up in the first overtime against Virginia. ers
are Doug Hoffman (51), Virginia's John
Jones, end coach; and Bob Smith, second overtime.
His shot popped out of the basket, and George
Probably
the
most
heralded
ing especially watchful for the state troopers who have Krajack (45) tipped the two points in. Vir- Sievers (33) and Paul Adkins (23).
line coach.
In the second overtime Virreturnee is quarterback Harvey
a habit of being in the wrong places at the wrong times. ginia won after two overtimes, 88-85, but the
Howard will no doubt regis- ginia struck first with a lay-in
White of Greenwood who set a
Still chugging as we went through Gastonia knowing
number of school and conference ter his 100th Clemson victory by Mortell. Gibbons of Clemson
marks with his expert passing sometime during the season came right back with a 15 foot
full well that the last 21 miles were the toughest and that
during 1957. He made every all- and it would please the Ala- jump to tie the game. Three
time was running out since it was 2:45 and the game was
conference first team, was top bama native to grab it as early consecutive free throws massed
scheduled to begin at 3:30 plus the fact that the Coliback in the state and was honor- as Sept. 27, the second game a three point lead that Clemson
seum is on the other side of Charlotte, we drove a steady
able mention on several all- of the year. He is now 98-65- was unable to overcome, and
they lost a thrilling game, 88-85.
10, a percentage of 59.5.
American lists.
and outrageously fast 45 miles per hour through the
White is expected to move up
dense traffic of mid-afternoon. Reaching Belmont (about
to the starting post vacated By
half-way between the Coliseum and Gastonia) we were
It was said early in the season that some ACC teams
Bill Barbary. He will be joinconfident that we "had it licked." Halfway between that would be surprised by the Sophomore-studded Tiger team by Nan. After a free throw by ed there by three men who
Hoffman, Becht put the Terrasmall town and our goal, the "Beetle" burped continu- from Clemson. N. C. State was the first to be stunned, pins ahead with 20 foot jump. played as first string backs
ously for 10 seconds to completely immobilize my unit then South Carolina, and the third was the nationally After trading baskets, Warren last season. They are halfbacks
George Usry and Charlie
before I could pull off the road. With the game so close 7th ranked Terrapins of Maryland. After losing on the tied the game up with a free Home and fullback Rudy
throw. With 6:09 left in the game
and yet so far away, it was most disappointing.
foul line the previous night, Clemson came back to sink Krajack sunk a 15 foot jump Hayes.
Yet undaunted, however, we had the junk piled
17 out of 19 free throws, Hoffman hitting on all 10 of his and a free throw to send Clem- Starting linemen back for anEVERY SATURDAY AT 2:00 E.S.T.
on a pickup and carted into the Chevrolet place in attempts. The Tigs, to make the victory more convincing, son into a three point lead that other year are tackles Harold
Olson and Jim Padgett and guard
they never relinquished.
Belmont where I felt sure Mr. Neely and his service
also out scored the Marylanders from the field.
Dukt
Jan. 11..North Carolina Feb.8
After building up a 4 point Jim Payne.
at North Carolina
Maryland jumped out to a
State at Duke
men would whip it into shape in no time. Leaving
lead, with 4 and one-half minOther lettermen are ends
quick 4 point lead, but it did Maravich, the Tigers from Tiger utes left in the game, Clemson Wyatt Cox, Ray Masneri and
it completely in their hands, Russ and I thumbed
Maryland
Jan. 18..North Carolina Feb. 15
at No. Carolina State
not last long as Clemson tied it town came roaring back to go went into a freeze. C bons Jack Webb, tackle Lou Cordiat Clemson
into Charlotte only to be left on the Belmont end of
leone, guard Ormond Wild, cen(Continued from Page 4)
up in 5 minutes with a jump by ahead in less than two minutes
Independence Boulevard. This in itself was no great
Jan. 25
Citadel Feb. 22...Wake Forest
on two free throws . by Carver
at South Carolina
Yockel.
Clemson
then
went
ahead
at Clemson
tragedy, considering to ourselves that since this was
Compliments
and a layin and a free throw by
in
the
game
as
Brinkley
hit
on
the thoroughfare of Charlotte and that the Coliseum
Feb. 1
Maryland Mar. 1. .South Carolina
two 15 foot jump shots. Mary- Hoffman. Two free throws by
at Maryland
at Navy
was on that highway though across town, we should
land went ahead mid-way in the Bunge put Maryland back in the
have little trouble getting a ride and seeing at least
first half on a layin by Nacincik. lead but a tap in by Hoffman
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
See your local paper for channel
Both teams traded shots the rest put Clemson in the lead. Clemson
the last half of the game.
By-Pass,
Anderson,
S.
C.
held
the
lead,
although
it
was
of the half with Maryland getting
Some sixty minutes later and a mile farther on (due the upper hand with a 36-32 lead never more than 4 points, until
to our walking) we finally got a ride (after making vari- at the close of the first half.
mid-way in last half when
After a pep talk by Coach Maryland tied it up with a layin
ous and assorted phone calls to people we knew trying to
excite them enough to pick us up) with, of all things,
a Clemson man who took us directly to the Coliseum that the Chevrolet men had but taken the radiator off
though we were thinking negatively enough by then to before they found a large gap in both sides of the block
believe that the game was over, though it was only two and a split oil pan meaning, of course, that the number
hours since the game was supposed to have begun. Ar- three rod had been thrown. Defeated, yes, both Russ and
riving somewhat hungry, downheartened, and tired, we I and the Tigers. The bus ride home was anything but
stumbled into the Round House without monetary, a gay one. We could find solace in only two things: the
since the box office was closed (Carolina fans, this is Tigers didn't look bad and they had two more games to
really a little larger than yours) to find hot dogs and go (which they won incidentally) and tomorrow had to
pepsis plus a gathering of Clemson students who had just be a better day.
taken time out at half time of a game to come down to the
WHAT IS A BIG METALS TYCOON J
same establishment we were utilizing. Naturally interested as to why men who live in the upper regions of our
nation should stay after the Clemson game and as to who
won the game, we began conversation with the gentlemen.
Amazingly enough, we discovered that this was
1 1" " °: B.
Limited
the halftime of the Clemson-Alabama game. The
/'?>-.
Time!
^75>siil( S§ J
reason, as they explained to us, was that the tournaRegular
ment officials believed that all Clemson should see
SteelWheel
**!>, $
DAVID ALEXANDER
M, CAROLINA STATE
their team play every time, they waited, as men out
$$
for money will, for us because they knew we two
Size
just couldn't miss that game. Nevertheless, specuWHAT IS A POLICEMEN'S BALL?
MEMO TO MAESTROS: is your band dawdling instead of
lating that we had taken a wrong turn somewhere
tootling? Is it full of feeble lifers and drooping drummers?
along the way or that we had exceeded the speed
Well, this musical slowdown may be traceable to lack of
limit and had been taken to a local constabulary,
Luckies.
Better give your band a break—and make it a
(jUirut
they reluctantly began the contest without us.
Reg. Z size row J.
a ■■ »
Lucky
one!
A Lucky, you see, is a light smoke—the right
It was about as exciting a second half as any we'd
|(Deatker|
smoke
for
everyone.
It's all cigarette—all naturally light,
seen that year with Clemson tying up the score twice
Hand CresHii.
l O I I O N
wonderfully good-tasting tobacco. And Luckies' fine toafter a three point deficit at the point Russ and I came in.
Same wonderful benefits.
PROTECTIVE
However, it wasn't the Tigers' day for getting the breaks,
bacco is toasted to taste even better. Now then, what's a
SOFTENING
HENRY SURKHARDT. JR.
Cop Bop
Reg. ^2i size.™
BGHTS NKCnOH
but it was for getting fouls which hampered operations
TJ, OF DETROIT
marching band that never gets a Lucky break? Why, it's
now only *1
so that the Alabama five wrapped up a three point lead
a Sore Corps! (Wasn't that cymbal?)
TOSSY
' M prices plus tax
and the first game. They were ultimately to win the
'1
WHAT IS A POMPOUS BULLY 1
tourney. Naturally disappointed but brave as ever after
a defeat we briskly walked over the long line of phone
STUCK FOR DOUGH?
booths in order that I might check and see how much
START STICKLING! MAKE $25
longer Mr. Neely and his service men would be, assuming
We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print—and for
that they had had some work in front of ours and that
hundreds more that never get used! So start Stickling—they're so
we would have a little time to pass over at Presbyterian
easy you can think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
Hospital.
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have the same
number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all with your
Gaily dialing, talking, and then getting green I found
JARESH1BBS
Stuffy Tcfghie

Bengals Rack Seventh
Ranked Maryland, 73-66

LUCKY STRIKE BRINGS YOU
ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL ON TV!

PETES NO. 5

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

jfy^s

1.00

60'

name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

INDIANA STATE
TEACHER'S COLLEGE

The Southerner
REBEL ROOM

Private Parry Menu
All you can eat for $2.00 per person
Cat Fish
Fried Chicken
Fried Cured Ham
Chicken Pie
Brunswick Stew

Green Beans
Macaroni & Cheese
Vegetable Slaw
Coffee
Strawberry Short Cake

TELEPHONE GR 3-7034

New Tussy

WHAT IS PUPPY LOVE?

WHAT'S A FRENCH BASKETBALL PLAYER ?

WHAT IS A WELL-DRESSED BOXER ?

WHAT B A CLAIM JUMfBf

Wind and Weather Lotion
Now with rout new ingredients.
HEALS! Contains Allantoin to help
heal chapped, dry skin.
PROTECTS! Contain* Silicate* to
fight off effects of stabbing attacks
of harsh, soaps and detergents.

SOFTENS! Contains Emollients to
help smooth and soften your skin.
FIGHTS tHTECTtOHi Contains Hexaehlorophene to check skin germs,
reduce risk of infection through
open cracks in the skin.

KARMA LA HADRIO

CoUieFoUy

U, OF WASH1NSTOK

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

LIGHT UP A

4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

CLEMSON, S. C.

I&A. r. co.t

BEIVTM Kim
0. OF CINCINNATI

*TaUGaul

WARPED iOOOW
SYRACUSE

Dapper Scrapper

10I»MIC«AR»
KUTTTOWH STATE
TEACHER'S COLL.

Am'.

SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY
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Bengals Take On Six Formidable Opponents Vinnie Yockel Develops Into Defensive
Play North
Citadel
On Regional TV Next Two Weeks
By TOM ANDERSON, III
Coach Press Maravich's rapidly improving cage corps,
who astounded the basketball world with a shocking 73-66
conquest of Maryland's touted Terrapins last Saturday
night, encounter a half-dozen toughies, five of them A.C.C.
members, prior to the time of the next scheduled release
of this publication (February 6).
Frank Johnson's disappointing
Gameroosters, who have failed
. to crow in the last six outings,
are first on the Tiger agenda for
this series of games. The Bengals
have met Carolina once already
- this season, walloping them by
a goodly margin in the Gator
•Bowl consolation finals last
month in Jacksonville. Marar ^Vich carries his rejuvenated
outfit to Columbia this Saturday
in quest -of' victory number six;
e win will boost Clemson to a
i500 mark on the season, having
dropped^ six thus far.
U.S.C., after beginning: the
campaign with consecutive
wins over Georgia and Georgia Tech,, hit the skids following a disastrous road-trip into
New York where they lost to
N.Y.tJ. and St. Bonaventure,
Johnson, nevertheless, possesses a dangerous club, indeed
one that is blessed with height,
speed and a top-notch reserve
unit.
The Columbians feature the
' antics of Cookie Pericola, a back
court ace who is currently pac
' lng the squad in "scoring with a
; fourteen point average and who
is a definite threat for all-conference honors. Dickie Prater
the heralded transfer from U. of
Kentucky, failed to materialize
as anticipated early in the year
but has developed greatly in re
cent games and must be recognized as a menace to opposing
teams. A tall crop of sophomores
spearheaded by 6:8 Bob Frantz
• and 6:5 Walt Hudson have proved themselves and must be reckoned with Saturday night.
The local basketeers journey
into North Carolina next week
to pay Bones McKinney's perennially rugged Wake Forest aggregate a long-awaited visit; the
.,. Tigs haven't topped the Deacons
, /from Winston-Salem since 1952
when they licked 'em twice. The
'-"-Baptists, not unlike Clemson, are
m the midst of a rebuilding pro.„.. .gram .since the days when Dickie
Hemric wore the Black and
Gold, and are counting largely
on sophomores.
Dave Budd, a 6:6 rookie
from Woodbury, New Jersey,
- has Droved to be the mainstay thus far as the lanky
youngster is currently throwing it through at a fine 16
point rate, good enough for
in the league. Olin
v. fourth
"Broadway, a veteran forward,
excelled in the Dixie Classic
where he attained all-tourney
honors. Wendell Carr, the lone,
starter from last year's club
which was ranked eighteenth
nationally in the final poll, is
another Deacon to watch closely. The Clemson tilt Wednesday night will be the finale for
Wake Forest until February 1,
the layoff being a result of
final examinations.
Then, right smack in the mid""" die of our exams here, the na— tional champions from Chapel
.. Hill arrive for a regionally tele' Vised game on the afternoon of
Saturday the 18th. The country's
Jiingpins were knocked off by
~ ;;t West Virginia in the finals of
-the Kentucky Invitational Tour:■', nament in Lexington, but bounced back in true championship
form to sweep first prize in the
,.Dixie Classic recently.
Frank McGuire's Tar Heels
_ are 10-1 for the season at this
writing with recent victories
. over St. Louis and Wake Forest.
_ _--UNC overwhelmed Clemson in
their season's opener with Toml"™thy Kearns pouring in 32 tallies
Kearns and 6:6 Pete Brennan are
foremost candidates for post season acclaim and it's a fairly safe
bet to say that one member of
. this talented Mutt 'n Jeff two. some will be an All-American
;
this year. Brennan is waging a
J battle with Virginia's Herb Busch
£ for scoring supremacy within the
■ conference; both are hitting in
the neighborhood of nineteen
•'points per outing.
The Tars will be without the
services of the big lad who
wilted the Stilt in the NCAA
■-.- finals last March in K. C. The
touted performer referred to
above is a 6:9 kid named Joe
Quigg whose foot injury sus—- stained in pre-seasonal workouts has kept him out of action. Nonetheless, these Flatbush Tarheels who are more
accustomed to subways and
sky-scrapers than fields of

Wool Ivy League
Sport Shirts and
Trousers On Sale

JUDGE KELLER'S
CLEMSON, S. C.

tobacco and cotton must be
considered one of the more
respected teams in the nation
and are definitely one of the
most feared adversaries on the
Tig: card this campaign.
The ACC Television cameras
return to Tigertown the follow
ing Saturday (Jan. 25) to offer
a living-room court spectacle to
fans from Miami to Washington,
this time a highly regarded Citadel quintet will be on hand to
tangle with the Country Gentlemen. Norm Sloan's Bulldogs, recipient of the Chuck Taylor

THE

BENGALS

(Continued on Page 5)
broke loose for a layin and increased the lead to 6 points, but
Weig cut it to 4 points with a
layin. From here on
it was
BY THE
A\V
free throws that ket
.at lead
as Clemson sunk 6. out of 6, with
a layin by Krajack to put the
Now that the holidays are can beat North Carolina if the game on ice. Final score: Clemover, we can sit back and watch Tigers play a good game and son 73, Maryland 66.
the Tigers upset a few more na- you are backing them 100%.
tionally ranked teams. Our team You have been doing a terriAfter failing to put on an efis now embarking upon the fic job of backing them so far fective freeze against Virginia,
toughest part of their schedule, so let's not let them down when the Tigers came up one of the
and from the vast improvement they need your support the most. best as they froze the ball for
that they have made in the past The last time North Carolina 4 and one-half minutes. Clem
few games, it looks as if we may visited our campus, it took them son was red hot at the foul line
win a few that we aren't sup- two overtimes to defeat us which as they missed only 2 out of 19
posed to win.
is by no means a disgrace. May attempts for almost 90%. They
We seem to have a good habit be we will turn the tables on also sunk 42% of their field goal
attempts.
fo beating teams which are rank- them this time.
ed in the top twenty in the naThe Citadel game on JanHigh man for Maryland was
tion. First, it was twelfth ranked uary 25 will also be televised, forward John Nacincik with 20
N. C. State and then we defeated so if you are in or around points. Backing him up was cen
Maryland who was ranked sev- Clemson, try to be here then.
ter Al Bunge with 16 points.
enth. Both of these games as
Tryouts for two new cheer High man for Clemson and the
you know were on our home leaders will be held shortly after evening was junior forward
court, and it was partly due to the second semester begins. An Doug Hoffman with 22 points.
your terrific support that we announcement will be made later Backing him up was sophomore
were victorious.
as to the exact time and place. forward George Krajack with 18
Maybe we can continue on All interested students are in points.
this victory trail when we vited and encouraged by us to
tackle North Carolina here try out. We will also need a new
Doug Hoffman played his
January 18. This game will cannon firer and a new Tiger greatest game of this season as
be televised, so it would be for next year. These positions he led the team to victory. He
profitable to us, the team, and are wide open, so if any of you was flawless at the foul in 10
the school if we turn out and are interested, contact one of attempts and added 6 out of 12
really support our Tigers. We the cheerleaders.
field goal attempts for 22 points.
He played a great defensive
game and committed but 2 personal fouls.

"most improved team in Nation"
award last season, have shown
promise of becoming a club to
watch in the future.
The youthful basketeers
from Charleston copped the
Senior Bowl tournament in
Mobile several weeks ago, rolling to impressive victories
over Florida State and Spring
Hill in the process. George
Washington handed the 'Dogs
a four point setback earlier in
the week for one of their few
losses of the year. Dick Wherry
and Teddy Weeks offer a terrific point machine for the
Cadets.
Qemson's final two games of
this particular series come in
the form of a hardwood gauntlet, facing NC State and Duke
in unfamiliar environs. The Tigers are matched with the Wolfpack, who will be out for revenge for the beating the Bengals
gave them here last month, on
February 1 in Raleigh.
The 'Pack reached the finals
of the Dixie Classic but were
denied by UNC who topped them
by a 39-30 count in a slow, deliberate ball game. Bob MacGillivray, one of the most accurate
shooters in the nation, has developed well for Case and is presently rated among the top five
ACC point-getters with a commendable 15 ppg. work sheet.
Towering John Richter, the scoring leader for last year's State
crew, is another of the main
cogs in the Raleigh steamroller. By BOB BURNS
State has perhaps the best
The opening of the 1958 footguard combo in the league in ball season will not only pit the
the persons of Lou Pucillo and Tigers against old rivals but alteam Captain Whitey Bell. This so will include all teams of the
diminutive duo were extreme- Atlantic Coast Conference except
ly instrumental in the fine Duke. New additions, replacing
State showing at this season's the past season slate of Duke,
Classic. Pucillo underwent a Rice, and Presbyterian; will be
miserable night in the local Georgia Tech, Boston College,
fieldhouse but has come and Vanderbilt.
through with some superb
A step toward better competiperformances since that day
tion will eiimate the traditional
of Infamy for State boosters.
The spacious Charlotte Coli- opener with P. C, a practice
seum will be the site for Clem- which began during the 1930 season's "home" encounter of Duke son. Instead, the Bengals will
University's rugged Blue Devils. open against the Virginia CavaThe Imps, who have experienced liers on Sept. 20 in Memorial
untold disappointment on road Stadium, which, by then, should
games for the last two seasons, be completed to hold approximately 38,000 people. The 20-6
drubbed the Bengals in an eartriumph over the Cavaliers in
lier game by thirteen points.
1957 brought the Tigs a 3-0 mark
Bucky Allen tossed in 26 in the two teams meetings.
markers that night and is the
Although there are only four
leading Duke scorer with a 14.8 home games included (anothaverage. The Clemson-Duke fra- er yet undecided), the Tigs
cas is slated for the night of will meet Jim Tatum's North
February 4.
Carolina Tar Heels (Sept. 27)
in their second straight meetAnd a happy new year to you ing and which for the first time
all from all of us on the Sports will be held upon Clemson
Staff. We thought you might be land. The six previous meetinterested in two srgnlficant ings were held either in Colevents which occurred January umbia, Greenville, Charlotte,
1: the 69th Tournament of Roses or Chapel Hill.
was held and the Duke-Okla- Following the Tar Heel-Tiger
homa rout produced 69 total clash the Bengals will hit the
points. Significant, is it not?
road for three straight games,

CLEM'SON CHEERLEADERS

Tigs Play All ACC Teams
Except Duke In 1958

DOUG HOFFMAN

beginning with Maryland at College Park on Oct. 4. On the 11th
the Tigs will meet the Vanderbilt Commodores in Nashville
for the first time since 1908
There have been only two meetings between the two teams, one
in 1905 and the other in 1908.
with Vandy winning 41-0 each
time. The third road trip should
once again give the Tigers a
chance to show their superiority
over the Gameroosters as the two
meet in Columbia on the 23rd.
On Nov. 1, Clemson is scheduled to meet Wake Forest for the
23rd time, but the site still remains undecided. However the
game will be ployed at one of
the two schools and not on neutral ground.
After the Deac clash, the
Bengals will make their final
road trip of the season which
will pit them against two of
their strongest contenders,
Georgia Tech and North Carolina State. The battle with
Georgia Tech, to be held in
Atlanta on Nov. 8, will certainly be nothing new to the tough
Tigs. The two teams have met
29 times with Tech winning
21 of the contests. An engagement will follow with the 1957
ACC Champions, N. C. State,
in Raleigh on Nov. 15.
To finish up their season, the
Bengals return to Tiger Town

This was Clemson's finest
game this year and there is no
doubt in anyone's mind that if
they always played that way
they could beat any team in the
nation. Their offensive game was
great, but their man-to-man type
zone was even greater. They kept
6-8 Maryland center Al Bunge
from scoring but 2 points in the
second half, those being on the
foul line. It was truly a well deserved win for the Tigs and the
rest of the ACC teams are now
wondering if maybe they have
underrated a strong Clemson Tiger team.
for their final two games, the
first being with Boston College
on Nov. 22 and the closing game
with Furman on the 29th. The
last meeting between Boston and
the Tigs came in 1953 when the
two teams ended in 14-14 deadlock. However, in ten previous
games the Tigs hold a 6-3-1 edge.
Not only will Clemson's 1958
football show one of the top
teams in the nation in action
but also several outstanding
events will be planned. The
events will be — Youth Day,
Dad's Day, Homecoming, and
Band DPTAY Day — but the
attraction for each game still
remains unannounced.

As Well As Offensive Star Ihis Year
By MIKE COSTAS
One of the top point makers for the Clemson basketball team this year is senior Vinc'e Yockel.
Vince or "Vinnie" as he is most
often called, played his high
school ball at Dickerson High in
Jersey City, New Jersey. Here
he spent most of his time playing basketball and working toward a twenty-three point average by the time that he finished
school.
Doug Haugk, also of Jersey
City and who was playing on the
Tigers while Yockel was in high
school, talked Vince into coming
to Clemson for a visit. Coach
McFadden looked "Vinnie" over
when he came down, and after
talking to him offered him a
scholarship.
Vince is now twenty-two years
of age and stands at 6-3. This is
his last year with the Tigers,
but there is one thing that is
certain—Yockel will not be forgotten by the fans of Tiger basketball.
During his first year on the
hardwoods for the Cubs he had
a most impressive record. His
highest tally was fifty-two
points against Young-Harris
Junior College. Four other
times Vince ripped the net for
over forty points in one game.
At the end of the Frosh season Yockel terminated it with
an average of twenty - six
points.
The honors began to be reaped
in by Vince when he started with
the varsity as a sophomore. When
the Tigers finished the Gator
Bowl Tournament that year Yockel was chosen the most valuable. At the end of his sophomore year he was chosen for
second team All-Conference and
the first team All-State. Vinqe's
final average for the season was
20.9—again over the twenty point
tally.
"Vinnie" progressed into one
of the top all-around players his
junior year for the Tigers. He
played in every game and was
the thrill player for the crowd.
He grabbed 165 rebounds from
the boards last year and made
a total of 474 points. His best
night was against the Cavaliers
of Virginia against whom he
scored thirty-five points. Twice
Vince scored above the 30's, and
seven times he tore at the cords
for well over the twenty point

margin. Last year he finished
with an average of 19.8 per game
— a remarkable feat to have
played in every game of the
season. He was again chosen for
the first All-State team.
Vince got a slow start this
year. His first starting game
was the upsetting North Carolina State, and from there on
he has progressed very rapidly to be among the top players
of the Basketeers. He has improved on his defense, passing,
and shooting to the highest
possible degree. During the
Gator Bowl Tournament this
year against South Carolina
he hit the nets for a twentysix point margin and a seat on
the All-Tournament team.
It is fascihating to watch "Vinnie" break through the opponents defense to score on a "Snow
bird" or watch his fabulous
jump shoot. He is perhaps one
of the coolest men on the hardwood for the Tigers. He can hit
the basket from any part of the
floor with remarkable precission.
Vince is enrolled in Clemson's
Industrial Management course
and is living in Pendleton with
his wife Nancy. They are expecting a child, and Vince ?ays
that he hopes it is a boy—wants
to teach him to play basketball
like his "Ole Man."
This is Vince's last season with
the Tigers, and it will probably
remain in the minds of Tiger
fans for many years following.
He has already began to win
some of the honors for the season and is playing the best that
he has ever played.
Clemson was truly fortunate
when Vince Yockel decided to
play for the Tiger basketball
team.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

John Reiter (right) discusses the route of signals from the
wave guide through the IF stages of a microwave receiver.

"This was the kind of challenge I was looking for"
New Impofa Sport Coope. Chevy's the only car « its fiefd
wild Body by Fisher and Solely Plate G/OSJ off around.

Chevrolet says new in the nicest ways!f
It's not the names of these fine Chevrolet features that we're talking about. That which we call "Turbo-Thrust"
would by any other name be just as sweet. It's what the names stand for. It's the way Chevrolet looks new, rides
new and performs new. That's what's important and that's what you should see and feel. How about now!

TURBO-THRUST V8
It is the most advanced Y8 development
of the rear! Radically new with the
combustion chambers located in the blade
instead of on top. Delivers 250 h.p.!
Optional at extra cost

AS ANOTHER CHOICE THERE IS. •

powerglide :
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Optional at extra COtt.

I TURBOGLIDE \ \ springs at aU four wheels
The onfy triple-turbine automatic
I flex steel muscles to take you
drive in the low-price field and
Chevrolet has It! None smoother
| smoothly over rough spots!

BLUE-FLAME

6

As economy-minded
as ever, but now even
peppier with a higher
145 horsepower!

APPRAISALS
S

I FULL COIL
than this extra-cost option.

*

M4

DELIVERIES
Onlv franehited ChtmoUt dealert ditpktv One famove trademark

CHEVROLET
You'll find the buys
are good as gold at
your Chevrolet dealer's!
THE '58 CORVETTE—EVEN SPORTIER!

I
SEE ALL THIS AND MORE, TOO, AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED CHEVROLET DEALERS

Here's what John A. Reiter, Jr., B.S.
in Electronics, Arizona State College,
'54, says about the biggest project so far
in his Bell System career.
"This was the kind of challenge I was
looking for—a chance to assist in planning a microwave radio relay system
between Phoenix and Flagstaff, Arizona.
Five intermediate relay stations would be
needed, and I began by planning the
tower locations on 'line of sight' paths
after a study of topographical maps.
Then I made field studies using altimeter
measurements, and conducted path-loss
tests to determine how high each tower
should be. This was the trickiest part of
the job. It called for detecting the presence of reflecting surfaces along the

transmission route, and determining
measures necessary to avoid their effects.
"Not the least part of the job was
estimating the cost of each of the five
relay stations. All told, the system will
cost more than $500,000. When construction is finished in December of this
year, I'll be responsible for technical
considerations in connecting the radio
relay and telephone carrier equipment
"This assignment is an example of the
challenges a technical man can find in
the telephone company. You take the job
from start to finish—from basic field
studies to the final adjustments—with
full responsibility. To technical men who
want to get ahead, that's the ultimate
in responsibility."

John Reiter is building his career with Mountain States
Telephone and Telegraph Company. Find out about the
career opportunities for you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. And read the Bell
Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office, or
write for a copy of "Challenge and Opportunity" to:
College Employment Supervisor, American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

BELL
TELEPHONE
COMPANIES
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Scholarships
Now Available
The following is a list of scholarships available for the
coming fall term, 1958-1959.
Western Electric Company Scholarships. One or more
awards consisting of tuition, fees, books and supplies are
available annually for outstanding undergraduate students majoring in specified curricula in the School of Engineering, and may be renewed if satisfactory progress is
made.
American Viscose Scholarship.
A $500 award is available to a
rising junior or senior majoring
in Textile Chemistry of Textile
Engineering.
Blackman - Uhler Scholarship. A $1000 award is available annually to a rising; junior majoring in Textile Chemistry, to be paid in equal installments during the last two
years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is
based on need, ability and evidence of good character.
Burlington Industries Foundation Scholarship. A $1000 award
is available annually to a rising
junior majoring in Engineering
or Textiles, to be paid in equal
installments during the last two
years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is based on
leadership, scholarship and financial need.
CIBA Scholarship. A $1000
award is available annually to
a rising junior male student majoring in textile Chemistry, to be
paid in equal installments during the last two years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is based on scholastic
ability, financial need, personality and leadership.
Coburg Dairy Scholarship. A
$1000 award is available to a
rising junior majoring in dairying, to be paid in equal installments during the last two years
of satisfactory undergraduate
study. Selection is based on scholarship, leadership, character and
financial need.
Higgins Undergraduate Scholarships. Income from a fund donated by Mr. Higgins provides
several awards for Engineering
undergraduate students. Selection is based on scholarship and
need.
Interchemical
Foundation
Scholarship. A S100 award is
available annually to a rising
junior in Chemistry, Physics
of Textile Chemistry, to be
paid in equal installments during the last two years of satisfactory undergraduate study.
Selection is based on scholastic ability, personal traits and
financial need.
David Jennings ('02) Memorial Scholarship. Income from
a fund donated by members of
his family provides one or more
awards for undergraduates, with
preference for students majoring
in Textiles.
Keever Starch Scholarship. A
$400 award is available annually to a worthy rising sophomore
majoring in Textiles.
Owens - Corning Fiberglas
Scholarship. A $1200 award is
available annually to a rising
junior majoring in Engineering
or Textiles, to be paid in equal
installments during the last two
years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is based on
scholastic
ability,
leadership
qualities and financial resources.
Pauline Hanchel Dairy Scholarship. A S1000 award proTided by the Ladies Auxilary
of the South Carolina Dairy
Association is available to a
rising junior majoring in
Dairying, to be paid in equal
installments during the last
two years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is
based on scholarship, leader-

ship, character and financial
need.
Peace Fund Scholarship. A
$500 scholarship is available annually to a rising junior or sen
ior. Selection is based on literary ability, scholastic achievement and evidence of good char
acter.
Ralston Purina Scholarship. A
$500 award is given annually to
a rising senior in the School of
Agriculture. Selection is based
on scholarship, leadership, character, extra-curricular activities,
sincerity of purpose in agriculture and financial need.
Schlumberger
Foundation
Collegiate Award. A $500 scholarship is available annually
to a rising junior or senior
majoring in Industrial Physics, Electrical of Mechanical
Engineering, who will take at
at least 15 credits in electrical
engineering or electronics. Selection is based on academic
standing and leadership ability.
Seydel-Woolley & Company
Scholarship. A $250 award is
available annually to a rising
junior or senior male student
majoring in Textile Chemistry
or Textile Engineering. Selection is based on scholastic ability, evidence of leadership potential to the southern textile industry and financial need.
South Carolina Dairy Association Scholarship. A $1000 award
is available to a rising junior
majoring in Dairying, to be paid
in equal installments during the
last two years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is
based on scholarship leadership,
character, and financial need.
South Carolina Poultry Improvement Association Scholarship. A $500 award is available to a rising junior majoring in poultry, to be paid in
equal installments during the
last two years of satisfactory
undergraduate study. Selection
is based on proven scholastic
ability and financial need.
United States Rubber Foundation Scholarship. A $700 award
is available annually- to a rising
junior planning a career in industry, to be paid in equal installments during the last two
years of satisfactory undergraduate study. Selection is based on
proven scholactic ability and financial need.
Westinghouse
Achievement
Scholarship. A $500 award is
available annually to a rising
senior majoring in Chemical,
Electrical of Mechanical Engineering. Selection is based on
academic achievement, demonstrated qualities of leadership
and financial resources.
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Colonial Society Will Furnish
Hanover House At Clemson
The historic Hanover House, dating back to 1716, will
be refurnished here by the National Society of Colonial
Dames in America.

Concert Band Is
Being Organized
Any Clemson student interested in becoming a member of
the Clemson Concert Band is
asked to meet in the band room
for an audition on the following
days: all woodwinds at 6:30
Monday, January 13; all percussion instruments at 7:15 Monday,
January 13; all lower brass instruments at 6:30 Tuesday, January 14, and all cornets, trumpets,
and horns at 7:15 Tuesday, January 14.
The auditions will not be long
and will consist of sight reading one short number, and playing one major scale. All chairs
and solo assignments will be
made from and as a result of
these auditions. The auditions
will be conducted in the bandroom, in privacy, by Mr. Robert E. Lovett. A schedule of rehearsal will be available for all
who take and pass the auditions.
The rehearsals will be Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday. On Monday and Tuesday there will be
sectional rehearsal and Thursday will be full band rehearsal.
Last year the concert band,
composed of about thirty-five
members, had a very enjoyable
and
successful concert tour
throughout the state of South
Carolina. The band played concerts at seven different towns
throughout the state. On returning to Clemson the band gave its
final concert in the Amphitheatre.

The 241-year-old 'big little
house' was moved from Berkeley County to the Clemson campus in 1941. Although restored
tc its former exterior beauty, it
now stands virtually empty.
A Spartanburg committee of
the society will furnish the early American landmark with period pieces and reproductions of
its original furniture.
Hanover House was built in
the parish St. John's, near Pinopolis in Berkley County by
Paul de St. Julien, a French
Huguenot. It was built to endure, almost entirely of cypress,
at the time of the House of Hanover ascension to the British
throne. Throughout the years it
served as the home of the Ravenels, the Gailliards, the Mazycks and other pioneer South
Carolina families.
The colonial home is one of
but 20 similar structures completely restored. Its most striking features are two giant chimneys of large, roughly constructed brick made in a kiln on the
Hanover plantation. Engraved in

U. Of Chicago
Dean Will Be
Here Jan. 16th

Dean Harold R. Metcalf, Dean
of students, at the University of
Chicago will be here Jan. 16, to
talk with any students interested
in graduate study in Business.
The stndy in the Business program will lead to a M.B.A. and
Ph.D. degrees. These degrees are
offered to applicants regardless
The concert band is under the of their undergraduate major
direction of Robert E. Lovett.
field of study.
Dean Metcalf will be in the
The concert band gives the
instrumentalist an opportunity j visitors lounge until mid-afterto play different types of music!noon for interviews.

Interview Schedule
MONDAY, JANUARY 13
USN Engr Experiment Station—Chm, Engrs, IPh
Aircraft Armaments, Inc.—EE and ME
Cutler-Hammer, Incorporated—EE and ME
Springs Cotton Mills—IE, IM, ME, Text
TUESDAY, JANUARY 14
USN Engr Experiment Station—Chm, Engrs, IPh
Champion Paper and Fibre Co.—EE, IE, ME
US Bureau of Public Roads—Civil Engineers
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15
United States Gypsum Company—Arc, Chm, Engrs
American Cyanamid Company—Ag, Chm, Ent, Text
Sou Bleachery & Print Works—Chm and TC
THURSDAY, JANUARY 16
Joseph Bancroft & Sons Co.—Chm and Text
FRIDAY, JANUARY 17
Albany Felt Company—ME, TE and TM
USN Ordnance Plant, Macon, Ga.—IE, ME

a stucco band at the top of one
chimney are the words "peu a
peu" — the beginning of an Old
French saying which means
"Little by little the bird builds
his nest."
Located 17 years ago in the
Santee-Cooper basin, and in the
path of the power project, the
house was acquired by the South
Carolina Public Service Authority.
In addition to sentimental and
historical interest, Hanover's architectural value was recognized
and Clemson College was permitted to remove it for preservation as a historic monument.
Clemson has the state's only architectural department.
The dismantling and reconstruction of the building was an
exacting process. Although in
bad state of repair, it was carefully photographed by sections.
Each piece of lumber was tagged with small tin numerals,
transported to Clemson and reproduced. The transfer involved
a painstaking removal of each
hand-made brick.
The projected restoration of
Hanover's furnishings closely
pursues the objectives of the Colonial Dames. The society is constitutionally pledged to "collect
and preserve manuscripts, traditions, relics,, and mementos of
by-gone days", and to "restore
buildings connected with the
early history of our country . ,:

Nu Epsilon Holds
Final Meeting Of
Current Semester
Nu Epsilon held its final meeting of the semester at 6:00 Mondaj% January 6, in meeting room
number one of the Student Center. Charles J. Argo, president,
presided over the meeting.
The Nu Epsilon has organized
an intramural basketball team,
a manager has not yet been selected.
All members desiring club pins
are reminded that the orders
should be placed as soon as possible.
The first semester financial report was given by the treasurer.
A second financial report was
given by the chairman of the
Christmas Dance Committee.
The next regular meeting willj

Ten Army ROTC Seniors
To Receive Commissions
Ten Clemson College Army ROTC seniors have been accepted by the Department of Army for appointment, upon graduation in June, as second lieutenants in the
regular Army.

ACCEPTED BY ARMY—Seniors who will become regular Army
second lieutenants in June are (left to right): David L. Spearman, Greenville; Currie B. Spivey, North Augusta; John D.
Jones, Greenville; Robert F. Basha, Mount Pleasant; Lanny W.
Moore, Bradley; Douglas H. Turner, Blacksburg; Gene A. Dempsey, Lyman; George H. Bumgardner, Asheville, N. C; Oron G.
Trotter, Pickens; Roy H. Herron, Starr; Dr. R. F. Poole, Clemson
president who congratulated the group formally in his office,
and Col. G. A. Douglas, professor of military science and tactics.
(Clemson News Bureau Photo.)

Two Air Force
Adult Education
Officers Will
Announced
Join Regular AF Plans
The 1958 Clemson Continuing

Two Air Force officers assigned to Clemson were recently selected to join the ranks of the
Regular Air Force. The two:
Captain Claude E. Harris, Jr.,
assigned to Air University and
attending Clemson under the Air
Force Institute of Technology
program studying architectural
engineering.
Captain Harris came to the
Air Corps from the Infantry in
1942. Upon graduating from Flying School in 1943, he was commissioned a 2nd lieutenant in
the reserve and subsequently
completed a combat tour with
the 8th Air Force stationed in
England flying the B-24 liberator. His most recent assignment
prior to coming to Clemson was
as a pilot instructor at Vance
Air Force Base, Enid, Oklahoma.
lieutenant Reynolds also flew
in the B-24 as a flight engineer
with the 15th Air Force stationed in Italy during World War II.
He received his commission in
1951 from the Air Force Offibe held Monday, February 3. All
members are urged to attend.
The election of the second semester officers will be held and
a club social will be dicussed at
this meeting.

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

Education Center is scheduled
February 11, 18, 25; March 4, 11,
18 in the Plant and Animal Science Building, Dean W. H. Washington announces. The program,
to the printer last month, will
list 36 courses designed to serve
1500 adult students. Leonard
Booke is chairman; Mrs. John
Brigger, program chairman. Major change: classes will replace
fashion show on opening night.
cers' Candidate School. Lt. Reynolds came to Clemson from
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Dayton, Ohio, upon graduation
from Advanced Installations Engineer Officers' School.

All Clemson applications this
year were approved, reported
Col. George Douglass, professor
of military science and tactics.
Three will be commissioned in
ordnance and detailed to artillery. They are Cadet Capt. Robert F. Basha, son of Mrs. Marie
Basha, Star Route, Mount Pleasant; Cadet Capt. Gene A. Dempsey, son of A. L. Dempsey, Route
1, Lyman; and John D. Jones,
son of Mrs. John D. Jones, 121
Cureton Street, Greenville. Cadet
Lt. Col. Roy H. Herron, son of
Reese F. Herron, Sr., Starr, will
be commissioned in the artillery.
Cadet Capt. George H. Bumgardner, III, son of George H.
Bumgardner, 7 Woodley Avenue,
Asheville, N. C; and Douglas H.
Turner, son of William H. Turner, Route 1, Blacksburg, will be
commissioned in the signal corps.
Commissions in the infantry^
will be conferred on Cadet Lt.
Col. Lanny W. Moore, son of Orland F. Moore, Bradley, and Cadet Col. Currie B. Spivey, Jr.,
of 814 Carolina Avenue, North
Augusta.
Cadet Capt. David L. Spearman, son of H. D. Spearman, 14
Adele Street, Greenville, will be
commissioned in quartermaster
and detailed to armor, and Cadet Maj. Oron G. Trotter, Jr.,
son of Oron Trotter, Sr., 109
North Catherine Street, Pickens,
in the combat engineers.
Each of the officers-to-be was
designated earlier this year as
Distinguished Military Students
on the basis of outstanding leadership ability and scholarship
merit.

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Sandwiches
Soft Drinks

Newstand

FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

CLEMSON FLORIST

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

102 College Ave.

Phone 5159

Clemson, S. C.

PENN R. POST received his B.S. in
engineering from U.C.L.A. in 1956.
He is now in the second year of
General Electric's Technical Marketing Program, in the Company's
General PurposeMotor Department.

STONE BROTHERS
GREENVILLE, S. C.
"Complete Outfitters for Men, Young Men and Students"

Clemson Theatre
(The Counlrj Gentlemen's Theatre)
Clemson, South Carolina

PHONE 6011
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In a growing industry, there's
room for me to grow"

"Here at General Electric," says Perm R, Post, 24year-old marketing trainee, "you hear a lot of talk
about the future — even as far ahead as 1978. In
fact, I've discovered that planning ahead for America's needs 10 and 20 years from now is characteristic
of the electrical industry. And, what's important to
me, General Electric's long-range planning takes my
future into account. I'm now on my fourth assignment in the Company's Technical Marketing Program
— all planned steps in my development.
"I'm pretty confident about the electrical future,
too. For one thing, America's use of electricity has
been doubling every ten years. And it will increase
even faster as our population grows another 65 million by 1978 — and as research and development lead
to new electrical products that help people live better. The way I look at it, the technical, manufacturing and marketing resources of large companies like

General Electric are important factors in the growth
of the electrical industry. And in a growing industry, there's room for me to grow."
...
Young people like Penn Post are an important
part of General Electric's plans to meet the opportunities and challenges of the electrical future. Each
of our 29,000 college-graduate employees is given
opportunities for training and a climate for self-development that help him to achieve his fullest capabilities. For General Electric believes that the progress of any industry — and of the nation—depends
on the progress of the people in it.

GENERAL® ELECTRIC

